A Tool to Support Finding Favorite Music by Visualizing Listeners’ Preferences
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Abstract—In recent years, music-finding services have been increasing. If we have explicit information specifying pieces of music, we can find music to our taste using such services. This paper describes a tool to support music discovery. The tool visualizes a relational structure among music genres and the music-preference data of many listeners to make the users aware of their favorite music without explicit information. A case study is described to illustrate the usefulness of the tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, music distribution on the Internet has been actively developed, and it has become increasingly easy for many listeners to obtain music. We can search for and buy songs at online shops like the iTunes store1 and Mora2. Song titles and artists’ names of songs are useful clues to finding the desired songs. If we have such information for our favorite songs, we can quickly find and obtain them using the services of online shops because these shops offer a huge database of music information.

We believe that there are many songs that we would like, but we do not have the necessary clues for them; we want to find songs without having these clues.

We propose a means of support for finding preferred songs without explicit clues. We focus on music genres and listeners’ preferences. Music genres are groups of songs classified by their features[2]. Listeners’ preferences are useful in filtering favorite songs from a huge collection of songs[1]. We visualize a relational structure among genres and sub-genres of music and listeners’ music preferences. We have developed a tool to support the finding of favorite songs by visualizing these relational structures. The tool does not explicitly recommend songs, but rather provides an environment where users become aware of their taste in music.

In this paper, we describe a tool to support music discovery using music-preference data. First, we explain music genres and music-preference data. Then, we give an overview of our tool and operation of the tool, and describe a method for drawing relational structures. Finally, we describe our case study and offer conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Using Music Genres

Yaxi et al. focused on customer-defined music genre tags defined by users of Last.fm3. They visualized collaborative tags using Euler diagrams. The users can search songs by traversing the genre structure hierarchically. Their tool gives readable visualizations when the number of genres is small. We allowed listeners to look for their favorite songs from a wider range by showing larger relational structures with more music genres and sub-genres.

B. Using Listeners’ Music Preferences

Takekawa et al. combined listeners’ preferences and features of music such as rhythm and tempo[4]. This combination gives other clues for music searching. They used MIDI data as the music data, so it is easy to obtain music features and combine them with users’ preferences. However, their method covers a very limited number of songs. Ito et al. analyzed chord progressions of music and divided them into clusters[5]. They enable the use of chord progressions as clues to finding favorite songs. However, the users need knowledge of the music theory related to chord progression. We developed a tool that allows users to search their favorite songs without expert knowledge of music.

C. Using Artists

Sarmento et al. developed a visualization tool to show networks consisting of similarities of artists and user-defined tags in the data set of Last.fm[6]. They provided the users with high-precision browsing of these networks. We provide higher-precision browsing to show the relational structure among genres using music-preference data.

III. CLUES TO FINDING FAVORITE SONGS

A. Structures of Music Genres

Music genres are categories of songs classified by their musical features. Examples of genres are pop, rock and folk.

1http://www.apple.com/jp/itunes/whats-on/  
2http://mora.jp/  
3http://www.lastfm.jp
Music genres may have sub-genres. Sub-genres are more detailed categories of songs. For example, rock has sub-genres such as hard rock and progressive rock. Some genres may share sub-genres; this means that a genre structure is not a tree. For example, the genre pop includes a sub-genre pop punk and punk also includes this sub-genre. Some songs may belong to some genres, but not belong to any sub-genres.

The relational structure among music genres work as a guide to finding favorite songs. We aim to support searching of listeners’ favorite music by visualizing the relational structure among music genres.

B. Listeners’ Preferences

Many listeners tweet and share their favorite songs using online services; one of the best-known services is Last.fm. By collecting such tweets, we can observe listeners’ music preference. The preferences data includes the listener’s name, song title, artist’s name, genre, sub-genre, timestamp, and other information (e.g., the artist’s official website and a site that introduces the song). Table 1 shows a concrete example of the data.

We considered using the preference of users with the same properties, for example, of the same generation. This is because we think people with the same properties have similar preferences. Here, we focus on generation as the users’ property. We collected preference data of listeners of the same generation to extract the relational structure among genres.

C. Visualizing Structure of Genres and Listeners’ Preferences

A genre structure constructed using listeners’ preference data may be useful for finding favorite songs, but the structure is too complicated for many listeners to understand. Therefore, visualizing the structure helps listeners to identify the relationships between genres and sub-genres and guides them in finding their favorite songs. The relational structure among genres is a graph. We adopted a node-link diagram to show the relationships between genres and sub-genres.

We can observe which genres are much listened to by analyzing many listeners’ music preferences. We therefore visualize which genres are listened to more or less by using size and the opacity of the colors of elements in the diagrams. This allows users to intuitively obtain preference information for the same generation. The users may find their favorite songs by referring to genres and sub-genres, and comparing their preference with those of other users. Furthermore, we want to give listeners an ‘awareness’ of their own preferences and show the differences among listeners’ preferences.

IV. TOOL TO SUPPORT FINDING FAVORITE MUSIC

We developed a tool to support music discovery based on the discussion in the previous section. We visually represent listeners’ preference data to help find users’ favorite songs.

A. Overview of the Tool

Figure 1 shows the initial screen of the tool. Before starting to use the tool, users have to specify their generation and preference data. Here, we introduce examples of the screen using the first author of this paper, who is in her twenties.

In Figure 1, the blue filled circle in the right-hand side of the window represents listeners. We call the circle the listeners’ node. The node represents the set of listeners in the same generation; in our example, we have listeners in their twenties. The circles in the middle column of the window represent genres. We call them genre nodes. The text labels in the left-hand side of the window represent sub-genres. We call them sub-genre labels. We connect the listeners node and the genre nodes, and the genre nodes and the sub-genre labels with curved lines. We call the curved lines links. The size of a genre node indicates how often songs belonging to the genre are listened to by other listeners. For example, in Figure 1, rock at the top of the screen, is the biggest circle. Therefore, we understand that listeners in their twenties listen to rock music a lot.

The white lines surrounding the listeners node, genre nodes and links, and highlighting of the sub-genre labels with pink, represent the user’s own preferences. We can compare our favorite genres and sub-genres with other listeners in the same generation by looking at the white lines and highlighted labels.

Genres have different colors. It is therefore easy to observe connecting links by their different colors. We understand that sub-genres connect with many genres. For example, in Figure 2, indie (the second top) is a sub-genre connected to four genres. We find a sub-genre connected to many genres by different colors of genres. Links have opacity. In this way, the tool shows how to listen to songs belonging to a genre related to a sub-genre for other listeners. For example, in Figure 2, comparing the link connecting rock
Figure 1. The initial screen of the tool.

Figure 2. Links connecting genres and sub-genres.

Figure 3. Links connecting two genres.

and krautrock (twelfth from the top) and the link connecting rock and emo (thirteenth from the top), we find that the latter link has a deeper opacity than the former. The tool shows that a link has many songs if the link opacity is deep, and the link has few songs if the link opacity is paler. In this way, we can compare the number of songs in sub-genres by the opacity differences.

Some songs belong to many genres but do not belong to any sub-genres. In this case, the tool shows a pair of genres connected through a dotted line. We therefore understand the relationship between two genres if an artist belongs to some genres but not to any sub-genres. Figure 3 is an extended illustration of links connecting a pair of genres. The links connecting a pair of genres have opacity, the same as links connecting a genre and a sub-genre. From the differences in the opacities, we can compare the number of songs belonging to specific genres.

B. Operation of the Tool

The tool displays artists’ names by clicking a genre node or a sub-genre label. The artists’ names shown represent other listeners’ favorite artists. We therefore consider that it is easy for users to search unknown artists. We show an example of clicking a genre node, in Figure 4, and clicking a sub-genre label, in Figure 5. These allow users to find their favorite artists from a list of artists’ names.

1) Finding Many Unknown Artists: The tool shows the names of many artist listened to by many listeners. Therefore, if we search for unknown artists, we can find them by focusing on artists not highlighted in white or pink.

2) Finding Many Artists in User’s Own Favorite Genre: We can find many artists’ names in a genre because genres have many sub-genres. For example, if users focus on their favorite genres, they know that they listen to two or three sub-genres, but the genres have many sub-genres. Therefore, we can search artists from unknown sub-genres. Focusing on a genre highlighted in white, and sub-genres related to genres not highlighted in pink, allows users to find many artists.

3) Finding Many Artists Focusing on Genres Relationships: As mentioned in Section III-A, a genre has many sub-genres, and a sub-genre belongs to a number of genres. Some songs do not belong to any sub-genres, but belong to a number of genres. A genre and a sub-genre, and a pair of genres, are connected by links showing relationships, and genres have colors. The tool therefore allows users to find many artists by traversing links, comparing the differences in link colors.

V. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOOL

In this section, we first describe the music-preference data used in our research. Next, regarding the visual presentation of the used data, we show how to define the size of genre nodes and how to draw links.

A. About Music-preference Data

Last.fm is a popular music social network service. Last.fm synchronizes with iTunes\(^4\) or Windows Media Player\(^5\), and gathers data on music listened to by users. The service also shows listeners who liked users’ preferences for music and artists whom users may like. The service allows users to register their favorite songs by clicking the “Love track” button.

\(^4\)http://www.apple.com/jp/itunes/what-is/
If the users set up a collaboration service on Twitter\textsuperscript{6} and Last.fm, they can tweet automatically about their favorite songs adding “#lastfm”, that is, a hash-tag.

We gathered tweets with the hash-tag “#lastfm”, using the Twitter searchAPI\textsuperscript{7}. The gathered tweets data includes user name, song title, artist’s name, URL where the song information appears, and time-stamp. Information about genres and sub-genres was obtained manually from customer-defined tags of Last.fm. We used the gathered tweets data and the genres and the sub-genres obtained from customer-defined tags of Last.fm as listeners’ preference data.

We extracted the genres and the relationship among genres from listeners’ preference data. The total set of songs is $M = \{m_1, m_2, m_3, \ldots, m_n\}$. The set of extracted genres is $G = \{g_1, g_2, g_3, \ldots, g_k\}$. The set of sub-genres is $S = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s_l\}$. Genre $g_i \subset M, (i = 1, 2, \ldots, k)$ is a subset of songs, and sub-genre $s_j \subset G, (j = 1, 2, \ldots, l)$ is a subset of genres.

B. Deciding the Radius of a Genre’s Node

The radius of a genre’s node is decided by the ratio of the number of songs contained in a genre to the total number of songs $M$. Expression (1) shows how to obtain the radius of the node that represents the intended genre $g_i(i = 1, 2, \ldots, k)$:

$$r_i = c_1 \cdot \frac{|g_i|}{n} + c_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $c_1$ and $c_2$ are constants, and $n$ is the total number of songs. For some genres, the ratio becomes very small, regardless of the number of songs. We therefore set a minimum radius of $c_2$ to ensure that all genre nodes can be seen.

\textsuperscript{6}http://twitter.com/
\textsuperscript{7}http://apiwiki.twitter.com/w/page/22554679/Twitter-API-Documentation

C. Links Using Curved Lines and Color Combination of Links

1) Using Curved Lines and Making Links: We connect the listeners node and genre nodes, and genre nodes and sub-genre labels by links of curved lines. Using curved lines allows bundling of some links and decreases the hiding of links. By focusing on connecting of nodes or labels, we can guess the number of songs from crowding of the links. We have been inspired by Holten’s edge bundles\textsuperscript{[7]}.

2) Color Combination of Links: We assign opacity to links connecting genre nodes and sub-genre labels. The opacity shows how many songs a sub-genre contains. We show how to set up the opacity $\alpha$ by expression (2):

$$\alpha_j = c_3 \cdot \frac{|s_j|}{n} + c_4$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $c_3$ and $c_4$ are constants, and $n$ is the total number of songs; $\alpha = 0$ indicates complete transparency and $\alpha = 1$ indicates complete opacity. For some sub-genres, the ratio becomes very small, regardless of the number of songs. We therefore set $c_4$ as the minimum.

Links connecting the listeners node and genre nodes use gradations of each genre color and each listener’s color. If connected links use only color, there may be inconsistencies between the nodes and the root parts of the link connected to the nodes when some nodes use a number of colors. In order to avoid this, we use gradation and we use the same color for the node and the link connected to the node. Figure 6 shows an enlarged view of the link connecting the listeners node and genre nodes.

VI. CASE STUDIES

To verify the availability of our tool, we performed case studies.
**A. Users**

We asked a graduate student and an undergraduate student, who are studying information technology, to use our tool. They listen to music in their daily life. We prepared their music-preference data. User A likes the genres rock, pop, and folk, and the sub-genres j-rock, punk rock, j-pop, and indie. User B likes the genres rock, electronic, and metal, and the sub-genres j-rock, progressive rock, new wave, post-rock, j-pop, and metalcore.

**B. Setup**

We gave the users a five-minute explanation of how to use our tool, and then we asked them to use our tool. We showed the users a screen displaying highlights of their preferences. We asked them to search artists using the three patterns below, and to preview artists’ songs on YouTube\(^8\).

**Pattern 1**
Search artists from genres or sub-genres of listeners with similar tastes.

**Pattern 2**
Search unknown artists from their favorite genres or sub-genres, and find songs.

**Pattern 3**
Search artists from their favorite genres belonging to other genres or sub-genres, and find songs.

If users find their favorite music, we ask them to record in their response sheets the artists’ names and genre names or sub-genre names that they found. However, if users do not find their favorite music, we ask them to write “not found” in their response sheets.

Next, we asked users to search artists freely. We then asked them to describe in their response sheets how to search and find artists. Finally, we asked them to write freely about their overall impression of using our tool. We used listeners’ preference data for users belonging to the same generation in our case study.

**C. Results**

We show the results for the three patterns in Table II. Responses are shown as “artist (genre or sub-genre)”.

Regarding the three patterns, user A followed the genres he was interested in by tracing the links connecting the nodes, using the mouse cursor. He specifically searched **electronic** and **hip-hop** in Pattern 1 and Pattern 3. In Pattern 3, he discovered two **hip-hop** artists. However, overall, he did not follow sub-genres very much.

User B followed the genres and sub-genres she was interested in by tracing the links connecting the nodes and labels, using the mouse cursor. She specifically searched **pop**, and genres and sub-genres related to **pop** in Pattern 1 and Pattern 3. For example, she found all artists belonging to sub-genres of **pop** in Pattern 1 and Pattern 3. User B focused on sub-genres rather than on genres.

Both users followed the colors of the links because genres have colors. However, when they followed sub-genres, they seemed to lose their way. When they reached genres or sub-genres of interest, they previewed some of the artists instead of all the artists. We interviewed them about how to search artists. They commented: “When searching artists, first I searched artists whose names I have heard of. Next, I searched artists’ names that interested me.”

Next, we asked the users to search artists freely. The users searched artists in the following patterns.

**Pattern 4**
Search artists in sub-genres that connect most genres.

**Pattern 5**
Search artists in genres that they listen to a lot, but that other listeners do not listen to very much.

**Pattern 6**
Search artists in sub-genres that belong in their favorite genres.

Pattern 4 and Pattern 5 are how user A searches for artists, and Pattern 6 is how user B searches for artists. In Table III, we show the results for each pattern.

**D. Discussion**

Both users used our tool in a similar way in Pattern 1 to Pattern 3. However, we obtained different results from user A and user B. User A mainly searched artists from genres he listened to a little. User B searched artists from sub-genres similar to her favorite genres. The focus of each user is different. However, in Pattern 1, they could search music they like from genres or sub-genres that they do not usually listen to because they focused on what other listeners listen to. As in the case of Pattern 1, we believe that in Pattern

---

\(^8\) [http://www.youtube.com/](http://www.youtube.com/)
3 they could search their tastes in artists from the genres or the sub-genres because they focused on the relational structure among the genres. Color-coding of genres and curved lines connecting genre nodes and sub-genre labels support the understanding of the relationships among genres. We therefore believe that our tool supports searching a wide range of songs.

In Pattern 2, user B could find the artists she likes; however, user A could not. This is because the listeners’ preference data we used included a lot of Western music, rather than Japanese music. Both users commented: “We want more data with Japanese music.” We had gathered the data by combining the services of Last.fm and Twitter, and Last.fm is more widely used by overseas users. Therefore, overall, there were few Japanese music data. However, with Pattern 2, it is possible to find unknown artists in the user’s favorite genres or sub-genres.

When we asked users to search artists freely, we saw that they searched in a different way than we had expected.

In Pattern 4, user A searched by focusing on the genre relationships, regardless of his favorite genres and sub-genres. We obtained the following comment from user A: “I found a sub-genre contained many genres by color-coding of genres. Therefore, I got interested and searched artists.” The color-coding of genres is therefore considered to be effective in showing the relational structure among genres.

In Pattern 5, we found that the user searched artists based on the differences between the other users’ preferences and their own preferences. Our tool shows the user’s music-preference data by highlighting in white. The tool shows other listeners’ music-preference data by other colors. The opacity of each link shows how many songs sub-genres contain. We obtained the following comment from user A: “I could look at my music preference objectively by comparing my music preferences with those of others.” Therefore, using colors and opacity is considered effective in comparing a user’s music preference with others.

Pattern 6 shows how to search artists in unknown sub-genres of personally preferred genres. A genre has many sub-genres. Comparing one’s music preferences with sub-genres, it is often the case that there are unknown sub-genres. By showing these sub-genres, users can search a lot of music in their favorite genre.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a tool to support listeners’ tastes in music by showing listeners’ music preference, and the relationships between genres, by visualizing the listeners’ preference data. Through our case study, we made it possible to identify users’ tastes in music. By showing a user’s preference data and those of others at the same time, we enabled users to look at their music preferences objectively.
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